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�   Users have the option to subscribe from within the iOS app in order to gain access to premium content. 

�   Users can either choose from the complete list subscription plans that are available, or pick one of the  

       upgrade options that are suggested by the iOS app for each individual premium item. 

�   Users can see their subscriptions from within the iOS app. 

�   Users subscriptions are available across devices and are automatically restored even after erasing the iOS 

       device of all apps. 

Security wise, we designed the iOS app to validate all payment receipts server side due to is not possible to build a 

trusted connection between a user's device and the App Store because we dont control either end of that 

connection. The server communicates with the App Store and returns the validation results to the app.

New App Functions
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Core TikiLIVE middleware Upgrade and Report Functions
The site owner decides which packages are available to the mobile app and which are not. The site owner has a 

series of new reports available: 

�   Live Stream: this report displays a livestream of latest 500 transactions; this report is not paginated and 

       cannot be filtered. 

�   Customers Report: this report displays the users who subscribed via iOS and their transactions; this report is 

       paginated and it can be filtered by date range and user. 

�   Plans Report: this report displays all iOS subscription plans with customer count and monthly recurring 

       revenue (formula is customers*price/month) 

The site owner can also see iTunes purchases populating the existing financial reports for channel groups. 

The server communicates often with the iTunes servers -- this way it can check the status of the subscriptions and 

import new transactions independent from the iOS app. Once a member starts the subscription in the app, they 

must upgrade and manage their account from the iOS app. 

On the website, users with iOS subscriptions are notified that they can manage their subscription in iTunes or on 

an Apple device. They cannot upgrade or purchase any recurring items, but they have an ability purchase 

non-recurring items and pay with PayPal or Credit Card (such as a STB etc). 
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